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The months of summer with long, hot days is the time to take delight of open waters by heading
straight to the marina. But as an owner of the marine vehicles you need to keep a vital factor in mind
that during such hot days huge gust of hot humid air is obvious to build up unbearably inside the
cabin. As many times the build-up heat cannot be dispersed by outside breeze, the cabin
temperatures may raise to 86 degree Fahrenheit or more than that. This is the reason that Marine
air conditioner comes to play a vital role in making the air pleasant and cool and in turning your
sweltering disappointment to a comfortable and enjoyable experience.

In the age of technical wizardry it is not hard to get the luxury of air-conditioning in marine vehicles,
be it small crafts, boats, houseboats, yachts, sailboats, powerboats, diving, dive boats, catamarans,
cruisers, fishing boats, workboats, vessels, ships, gullets, large yachts or center consoles. The
Marine air conditioners are compact and designed to fit in the marine vehicles of all sizes and
shapes. The smallest of Marine air conditioner is made to fit in the smallest boat. They are energy
efficient and these marine air-conditioning units are the best instance of compact engineering.

The Marine air conditioner uses exactly the same principle that is used in air-conditioning and
refrigeration. A closed circuit air-conditioning system can be preferable to use as instead of
introducing fresh hot air it uses the already cooled air to get down to a pleasant temperature. Each
boat has particular specifications for air-conditioner requirements and when air-conditioning is
concerned a good planning is necessary.

Marine air conditioner is adjustable so that you can manually set the direction of air stream. When
you have a compact cabin, the self contained marine air conditioner is perfect. To enhance the
comfort level in the marine vehicle a conditioner with humidistat is required. It will let you have more
control on humidity in the cabin. The modern Marine air conditioner is made of light weight materials
so that less weight is added to the weight of the boat. This is also the reason that they ensure
trouble-free maintenance and less fuel consumption.

Marine air conditioners of today are made using the latest engineering with extraordinary features.
These come in the smallest possible sizes so that they can be fit into tiny frames with bigger coils
and higher efficiency is ensured. As a standard accessory there is sound cover around the
compressor that lessens the noise level to a great extent.

The marine air conditioner is environment friendly and comes with better heating and cooling
efficiency and low energy usage.

MarinAire, a prime name in marine air conditioner and heat pumps, offers energy efficient and
compact products suited for most marine vehicles. MarinAire uses the highest technologies to make
environment friendly and heating and cooling efficient products. The products of the smallest marine
air conditioner fit in the most compact areas on the marine vehicles. With a glorious position in air
conditioning industry, MarinAire can ensure the best comfort at the lowest cost.

For more information please visit : http://www.marinaire.com/category_s/25.htm
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Sam Marin is an expert having an in depth knowledge of air condition systems including Self
Contained a marine air conditioner and accessories. He works as a consultant for installations of
marine ACs in many ships and cruisers.
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